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This research report discusses and presents the design 
of a university undergraduate level laboratory course 
introducing the topic of embedded computer systems. The 
course utilizes the Rainbow 100 computer and the 
Data Translation LDT2801 interface board to illustrate this 
concept. 
Lab problems in Digital to Analog conversions, Analog 
to Digital conversions, Digital input/output, serial 
communication, motor drivers and parallel communication . are 
presented, as are fully documented solutions. Suggested 
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INTRODUCTION 
We have entered a new age: an age where man needs very 
little human interaction to accomplish great mathematical 
and engineering feats. It is an age where man and computer 
have become inseparable units. But as intimate as this 
relationship may initially appear, it is actually rather 
superficial for the majority of users. In general, 
computers are used for the purpose of establishing two-way 
communication between man and metal. And for most, this 
relationship will never mature past the point described 
above. 
However, some will enter into a realm of coexistence 
with the computer experienced by very few. They will 
discover that man and machine need not be the sole 
interactors in this world of flesh and metal. Metal can 
control other metal just as simply· as humans can control a 
single machine. A human can make a computer control another 
computer or piece of machinery. In short, computers can be 
interfaced to the real world. 
Most university courses succeed in teaching students to 
"'interface" with a single terminal. However, few are 
exposed to the latter relationship; one where man programs 
one computer to control another. This research report aims 
to set up a lab course providing exposure to embedded 
computer systems. Such a system consists of 




monitors the process using sensors and controls the process 
with actuators. In the lab course, the student will . gain 
hands-on experience in interfacing a computer with various 
machinery that could easily be transferred to real-world 
situations. 
CHAPTER ONE - COURSE OVERVIEW 
The Basics of Interfacing 
The applications for embedded computer systems are 
limited only by the boundaries of human imagination. With a 
sensor, and an actuator, interfacing becomes trivial. For 
example, the area of robotics extensively utilizes the 
computer's interfacing capabilities. More specifically, the 
automobile industry is an excellent case to address. In 
this industry, one would be astounded by the number of parts 
controlled by microprocessors. Today's cars come equipped 
with electronic carburetors, fuel injection controllers, 
ignition controllers, transmission system controllers, 
pollution controllers, temperature sensors and cruise 
controllers, just to mention a few. The list of examples is 
endless, but it is obvious that -computers are embedded 
within a great many formerly purely mechanical devices. It 
is for this reason that a course in interfacing is a vital 
link in understanding how one machine can control one or 
more other machines. 
Laboratory Set-up 
Designing a laboratory supplement to a class centered 
around embedded computer systems is no minor task. Due to 
the nature of the subject, and to the limited knowledge of 
3 
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the average student in the area of interfacing, one must 
approach the subject in such a way as to avoid the 
snowballing effect. {One must keep in mind that the only 
prerequisite for this class is one course in FORTRAN or any 
higher-level language and a first course in digital 
circuits.) Yet the labs must be challenging enough to 
interest the group as well as to serve as a learning tool. 
With this strategy in mind, the labs are designed as 
follows: . The first two laboratory exercises are trivial 
operations aimed at familiarizing the student with the 
equipment. Concentration is placed on the Data Translation 
LDT2801 board and how it interfaces with the Rainbow 100 
computer. The third laboratory introduces the idea of 
polling. In this lab, the student has the opportunity to 
interface 
model. 
the Rainbow 100 computer to an automated factory 
Also introduced in this lab is the 8086 
microprocessor. As the course continues, the student is 
exposed to the LDT2801 1 s A/D conversion feature. Then, the 
communication ports of the Rainbow are explored and the 
student is given the chance to write an 8086 assembly 
program sending a string of characters to the Votrax, the 
speech synthesizer. As a grand finale, two Rainbows are 
made to communicate via an RS232 cable and then via the 
LDT2801 board. 
5 
Design of the Course 
Since a lab is highly dependent upon its accompanying 
course, a few words are in order concerning the course. The 
book selected to serve as the foundation for the course in 
embedded computer systems is called Real Time Programming: 
Neglected Topics written by Caxton c. Foster (1981). This 
book offers an overview of the basic concepts of 
interfacing. It includes the study of peripheral interface 
adapters (PIAs), multiplexors, semaphores and interrupts. 
It also explains some of the problems that arise when a 
physical connection is made between a digital computer and 
the external world. 
The book approaches the subject of interfacing in an 
extremely 
interesting 
informal manner. The material presented is both 
and applicable to everyday life. The author 
does not spend a lot of time on a single subject. Instead, 
he chooses to cover much ground with few words. The book is 
very successful in giving the reader a peak at various 
aspects of interfacing. However, it is difficult to use as 
a classroom text because it only introduces the student to a 
wide variety of subjects. It whets the appetite, yet it 
does not elaborate on any subject, thereby leaving the 
serious student famished for additional information. 
Therefore, the lecture sessions of the course should 
encourage the critical thinking of the student by including 
6 
supplemental material. 
A university level course in embedded computer systems 
should include the vital subject of hardware/software 
interaction. 
connect two 
It is just as important to be aware of how to 
terminals as it is to know how the software 
works. The term "RS232 11 should not sound 
anybody even slightly familiar with interfacing. 
foreign to 
After all, 
it is the standard term, set in 1962, used to describe one 
of the most widely used interfacing mechanisms between 
computers and peripherals. It is equally frustrating to 
electrically interface two computers, and be unsuccessful 
due to insufficient knowledge of the associate software 
environments. 
We live in an analog world. We measure our environment 
in terms of analog parameters: temperature, pressure, 
strain, air flow, etc. But if we are going to have any 
kind of rapport at all with computers, we have to speak 
their language. They won't learn ours. It is therefore 
fundamental to have a knowledge of analog to digital (A/D) 
as well as digital to analog (D/A) converters. The LDT2801 
board, used in the labs, and described in Chapter Two of 
this report, provides exposure to this topic. Last, but not 
least, this course is not complete without a discussion of 
interface components. Bruce A. Artwick in his book 
entitled, Microcomputer Interfacing (1980), does a fine job 
describing driver circuits, receiver circuits, input/output 
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integrated circuits, and high powered interface circuits, to 
mention a few. In addition, the labs included in the 
appendix, give a feel for the versatility of the computer, 
and serve to integrate the topics presented in class to 
situations found in the real world. 
CHAPTER TWO - THE LDT2801 BOARD 
LDT280l's Driver: The Rainbow 100 
The Rainbow 100 is a microcomputer manufactured by 
Digital Equipment Corporation capable of driving the LDT2801 
board. It features a dual processor system. Included within 
the Rainbow are 8086 and Z-80 microprocessors. 
Figure 1 presents a block diagram of the hardware. The 
LDT2801 is connected to the EXT COMM port of the eight bit 
data bus. The Rainbow used for this research report is 
equipped with 256k bytes of memory running under CPM/86. 
Figure 2 shows a diagram of the communications and printer 
port signals. This figure should be of interest in the 
solution of the later labs where communication through the 
printer port and the communication port is going to take 
place. 
LDT2801 Description 
The LDT2801 I/O board, manufactured by Data 
Translation, Inc., is desig·ned to operate with a Digital 
Rainbow Computer. The board is capable of Analog to Digital 
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Figure l. Rainbow 100 System Block Diagram 
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Figure 2. Rainbow 100 Communication and Printer Port Signals 
CP/M-86/80 V2.0 Technical Documentation, (1984) 
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The LDT2801 can be set up in numerous ways. For the 
purposes of this report, the board is set up as follows: 
o Eight differential input channels for A/D 
conversions (12 bit resolution) 
o Two output D/A channels (12 bit resolution) 
o Two ports for digital input/output with eight 
bits each 
A more detailed description will be presented within 
chapter. For further information pertaining to 
configuration of the LDT2801, please refer to 





The LDT2801 is equipped with a series of commands that 
control the basic routines. The programming languages used 
are Assembly and Basic. 
Four registers are used by the LDT2801. 
1. DATA IN: o Receives data from Rainbow 
o Receives command parameters from Rainbow 
o Data received originates from D/A, A/D 
and digital (I/O) converters 
o Write Only register 
o Address: Base (where base = 24 Hex for 
the factory-set boards) 
2. DATA OUT: o Contains data to be retrieved from 
Rainbow 
12 
o Used to retrieve information pertaining 
to error bit pattern 
o Data comes from A/D, D/A, and digital 
I/O converters 
o Read Only register 
o Address: Base 
3. COMMAND REGISTER: o Receives command information from 
Rainbow 
4. STATUS REGISTER: 
o LDT2801 has sixteen predefined 
commands 
o Lower four bits of register 
identify commands 
o Write Only register 
o Address: Base + 1 
o Contains information pertaining to 
current status of LDT2801 
o Bits in status Register are used 
as flags to communicate error 
status to the Rainbow 
o Read Only register 
o Address: Base + 1 
TABLE 1 




Read Error Reg. 
Set Internal Clock Period 
Set Digital Port For Input 
Set Digital Port For Output 
Read Digital Input Immediate 
Write Digital Output Immediate 
Write D/A Immediate 
Set D/A Parameters 
Write D/A 
Test 
Read A/D Immediate 































Ext. Clk, Cont. 
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* External Trigger: A pulse from an outside source that is 
sent to the LDT2801 and serves as an instruction set 
commanding the board to enact a specified set(s) of 
command(s). 
** Clock: An electrical pulse initiating repetitive data 
conversions in Block commands. 
*** Continuous Mode: Upon issuing a command, the board will 
continue to generate data in the absence of any additional 
commands. 
TABLE 2 
LDT2801 READ ERROR BITS AND EXPLANATION 
Bit Name and explanation 
O*- Reserved: Not used. 
1 - Command overwrite: A new command was issued before 
completing execution of the previous command. 
14 
2 - Clock set: During a Set Internal Clock Period command a 
value of O or 1 was attempted to be written to the Data 
In Register. · 
3 - Digital Port Select: Only valid entries are O (port 
O) ,1 (port l),or 2 (both ports). 
4 - Digital Port Select: A read was attempted on a port set 
for output or a write was attempted on a port set for 
input. 
5 - DAC Select: Only legal parameters are O (DACO), 1 
(DACl), and 2 (Both DACO and DACl). 
6 - DAC clock: The clock rate is too high or too low. 
7 - DAC #Conversions Value: Legal values are 3 to 
1000. 
8 - A/D Channel: Legal parameters are O to 8 for 
differential operation and O to 15 for single-ended 
operation. 
9 - A/D Gain: Legal parameters are o, 1, 2, or 3. 
10- A/D clock: The clock rate is too high or too low. 
11- A/D Multiplexer: The clock rate is too high and the A/D 
channel multiplexer dose not have enough settling time. 
12- A/D #Conversion: Legal values are 3 to 1000. 
13- Data: Dat was written to the Data in Register, but no 
previous command was issued. 
*READ ERROR REGISTER DATA BITS 
Data Out Low Byte: 
7 6 I 5 I 4 3 2 1 0 
Data Out High Byte: 
15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 
TABLE 3 








Port For Input 
Set Digital 





Input Immediate Port# 
Write Digital 
Output Immediate Port# 
Write D/A Immediate Gain 





Con# H . 
Write D/A Dae# Data L 
Data H [Data DlL] 
[Data DlL] 
Test 
Read A/D Immediate 









































EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS USED IN TABLE 3 
Explanation 
Data in register 
Data in register 
Data out register 
Data out register 
Low byte of the data 
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High byte of the data ( A/D or D/A: 4 lower bits) 
Digital port o or 1. If a 2 is specified both are 
selected. 
Data read from the Data Out Register 
Optional. If both ports have been selected, then 
the second data read from the Data Out ·Register 
corresponds to port 1. 
The two bit descriptor corresponds to the 
following gains: byte value:gain, O:l, 1:2, 2:4, 
3:8. 
Selects the output Dae O or 1. If a 2 is specified 
both are selected. 
Lower byte of the number of conversions to be 
performed. 
High byte of the number of conversions to be 
performed. 
Optional. If both ports have been selected, then 
the second set of data read from the Data Out 
Register corresponds to Dae 1 (low byte). 
Optional. If both ports have been selected, then 
the second set of data read from the Data Out 
Register corresponds to Dae 1 (high byte) . 
The channel number to begin the multiplexing 
with. 
The channel number to end the multiplexing with. 
* Note: For a complete documentation of the commands and 
a more indepth examination, please refer to 
DT311/LDT2801 User Manual. 
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Bit Explanations of the Registers 
Command Register 
Bit Configuration: 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 








A list of the sixteen commands can be found 
11 0 11 • Not used for any command but should 
written as a zero to insure error-free 
5. Continuous. Can only be a 
conjunction with READ A/D and 
"l" when used in 
WRITE D/A. This 
parameter, when set to 11 1, 11 will cause the previous 
two commands to execute in a continuous matter until a 
STOP command has been issued. For all other commands, 
excluding the above-mentioned one, this bit should be a 
11 0. 11 Failure to set this bit as specified may cause the 
LDT2801 to enter an undefined state. 
Bit 6. External clock. Can only be a 11 1 11 when used in 
conjunction with READ A/D and WRITE D/A. This parameter 
when set to 11 1 11 will cause the previous commands to 
synchronize with an external clock pulse. 
Bit 7. External Trigger. When set, this bit enables the 
synchronization of the command to an external trigger. 
The LDT2801 merely sets up the command. However, it 
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will not execute the command unless it is instructed to 
do so via the external trigger. 
Status register: 
Bit Configuration: 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
Bit o. Data Out Ready. Flags the Rainbow that valid data is 
present at the data register. This data can come from a 
digital source or an analog one. After the data 
register is read, the bit is cleared. This bit should 
always be checked before reading the data register. 
The data register should be read after a power up in 
order to empty the register and be sure that no 
irrelevant data is present. 
Bit 1. Data In Full. This bit indicates that the LDT2801 
has not yet processed the available information. at the 
data register. It can also indicate that a command 
byte is present in the command register. This byte 
should always be checked before writing to the Data In 
Register. If new data is written to the register while 
Bit 1 is still set, the previous information will be 
deleted. 
Bit 2. Ready. Used as a flag to indicate when the LDT2801 
is ready to accept a new command. In the event a new 
command is given before a previous one has been carried 
out, a Command Overwrite Error will result. 
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Bit 3. Command. Indicates to which register the last byte 
was written. A 11 1 11 implies the last byte was written to 
the Command Register, while a 11 0 11 indicates the last 
byte was written to the Data Register. 
Bits 4-6. Not used. These bits are always read back as 
zeroes. 
Bit 7. Composite error. Flags the occurrence of an error. 
Executing the Read Error Command will determine the 
nature of the error. Bit 7 will remain set until a 
Reset or Clear Error command has been issued. 
Data In Register and Data Out Register 
Data Out Low Byte configuration: 
7 6 I s I 4 I 3 I 2 I l o 
Data Out High Byte configuration: 
15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 
Bits o to 7 (data byte l, low byte). Contains the low bits 
in a twelve bit or sixteen bit data transfer. It is the 
complete byte in a eight bit transfer. This is the 
first byte read or written from/to the Data Registers. 
Bits 8 to 15 (data byte 2, high byte). Contains the high 
bites in a twelve bit or sixteen bit data transfer. If 
it is a twelve bit transfer, bits 4 to 7 are "O." This 




Tables 3 and 3A provide a summary of the necessary 
parameters needed to perform a given command. Below is a 
short outline explaining how to set up the commands in the 
LDT2801. 
1. Check Status Register until Ready bit (bit 2) is set. 
2. Write the command to the Command Register. 
If no parameters are needed go to step 6. 
3. Check Status Register until Data In Full (bit 1) is 
not set. 
4 Write the parameter needed to the Data In Register. 
5. If more parameters are needed to set up the command 
repeat steps 2 and 3 until exhaustion of the parameters. 
6. If no output is expected then go to step 10. 
7. Check status Register until Data out Ready bit (bit O) 
is set. 
8. Read the data from the Data Out Register. 
9. If more data is needed to be read then repeat steps 7 and 
8 until exhaustion of the data. 
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10. Command executed in completion. 
If the command is set in continuous mode, it will be 
necessary to issue a Stop command. In this case, the LDT2801 
reads or writes continuously and will not stop unless an 
error occurs or a Stop command is issued. 
CHAPTER THREE -LAB COURSE LIMITATIONS AND POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS 
The laboratory material presented in this paper has a 
few inherent limitations. For one, it assumes that one is 
pretty familiar with the Rainbow 100 computer. For those 
few who have been exposed to the Rainbow before, this 
laboratory does much to expand their horizons. Having 
already secured a strong foundation, this user can more 
readily appreciate the concept of interfacing the Rainbow to 
an LDT2801 board. However, a newcomer to both the Rainbow 
100 and the LDT2801 is faced with the task of not only 
learning about the board, but of becoming familiar with the 
Rainbow as well. Although this does place the more 
inexperienced students at a slight disadvantage, the 
benefits derived from this course will more than compensate 
for the extra time and effort that some had to endure. In 
essence, both groups, the experienced as well as the 
novices, should leave this course with a pretty good 
understanding of the interfacing process. 
Another problem is that the student is not given the 
opportunity to build the interface hardware. All the 
peripherals and interface mechanisms are set up prior to the 
laboratory sessions. This limits the individual by forcing 
him/her to accept the interface as it is built. One cannot 
alter the way it functions. A course that would 
22 
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stress designing drivers for motors and other devices would 
remedy this deficiency. 
Another limitation is one that is inherent in the 
LDT2801 board. The LDT2801 does not feature interrupts. 
For the case addressing independent and simultaneous motion 
of various motors, this poses a problem because it ties up 
the processor and does not allow it to do multiple tasks. 
In the automated factory model, for example, the only means 
of telling when a motor has reached its destination is by 
polling a switch. 
Fortunately, there are a few options inherent in the 
LDT2801 that can serve as alternatives to interrupts. An 
external trigger is built into the system. This places the 
processor in a wait state. However, it does not free the 
processor to perform other tasks. An alternative would be 
to connect all the switches to the external trigger. This 
operation would set up the motion of the next motor and then 
wait until the current motor triggers the board by 
depressing the corresponding switch. While the present 
motor is turned off, the next one would be activated. With 
this method, one could control up to sixteen motors. Yet 
another way to increase the capacity of the LDT2801 is to 
multiplex the input and decode the output of the board. 
This would give the board 512 control outlets for the 
input 
last 
and output combined or 256 outlets each. 




require the LDT2801 to drive a large TTL (transistor-
transistor logic) load. This cannot be done as the maximum 
allowable load is 24 milliamps per output port or an 
equivalent of 30 standard TTL loads. This merely 
illustrates that one can get around the requirement for 
interrupts. However, this detour may be a little rough and 
a bit bumpy. But it will work. 
Another problem placing constraints on the lab course 
centers around the problem of documentation. Obtaining 
basic information from the Rainbow manual is, at times, next 
to impossible. These manuals were not written with the 
average student in mind. ~hey were written for someone that 
has experience using the Rainbow. Many assumptions are made, 
the biggest being that nobody but an experienced Rainbow 
needs to · use the manual. This is a problem with 
documentation in general. It is written by an expert who 
takes for granted what most of us would appreciate seeing on 
paper. Unfortunately, there is not a quick and easy solution 
to this problem. 
In general, even though the course does have its 
limitations, they are not so great as to inhibit progress. 
Roadblocks are there; however, it is up to the student to be 
merely aware of them, and know how to avoid running into 
them. 
CONCLUSION 
This research report presented both the attributes and 
the limitations of the laboratory course designed. It grew 
out of a need for a laboratory class that would accompany 
and complement a class in embedded computer systems. This 
need was not merely a local one limited to the University of 
Central Florida. The need for personnel familiar with 
interfacing is one that exists in the real world as well. 




few people are ever exposed to interfacing 
other computers and to various peripherals. 
exposure obtained in the lab hopefully taught 
the students the basics of interfacing. Perhaps, a handful 
will be inspired to continue their exploration of the vast 
world of interfacing. 
25 
APPENDIX 
LAB # 1 
DIGITAL INPUT/OUTPUT 
OBJECTIVE 
o Introduction to the LDT2801 board digital input/ 
output capacities. 
o Familiarization with the CP/M-86 operating 
system, the source code and the LDT2801 commands 
o Review of programming in Basic 
EQUIPMENT 
SETUP 
o Rainbow 100 computer 
o LDT2801 Interface board 
o Heath Kit Digital experimenter 
o Necessary wire 
Connect the hardware as follows 
o Port O of the LDT2801 to the Led lights on the 
Heath Kit Digital Experimenter board 
o Port 1 of the LDT2801 to the switches on the 
Heath Kit Digital Experimenter board. 
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* Make sure 
correspond 
that the connection order of the switches 
to the connection order of the LEDs. 
PROCEDURE 
Write a program in Basic to monitor the status of the 
four input switches and to display any changes on 
the LED. 
The program should perform as follows: 
1. Stop, clear and reset the LDT2801 
2. Set the digital output/input ports on the 
LDT2801 
3. Read the input port 
4. Write to the output port the information read 
from the input port 
5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 in an endless loop 
LAB # 1 SOLUTION 
100 11 Program de:.igned by: Alexander Nikoloff 
110 '' Date created: 19 may 1986 
12(1 II 
130 DEF!NT A-Z 




180 CG'~D .~lAIT 
190 ~lP.ITE.~lAIT 










300 CD!N 31Q I / 
=&H20 















320 I I STOP AND CLEAR THE BC~RD 
330 OUT C0t-t~ND.REG 1 CSTOP 
340 TEMP = !NP(DATA.REG) 
350 WAIT STATUS.REG, c~~~DJiAIT 
360 OUT COM:~iAND. REG, CCL~R 
370 PRINT EDT2801 IS STOPP£D AND CLEARED 
380 ,,. 
390 ''SET PORT 1 FOR OUTPUT 
400 /; 
410 W!IT STATUS.REG, CCttlPND.!-!A!T 
420 OUT COti'tAND. REG 1 CSOUT 
430 WAIT STATUS. REG, ~!RITE.WAIT, WR!TE.WAIT 
440 OUT DATA.REG, PORT.1 
450 // 
460 I! SET PORT 0 FOR INPUT 
470 ff 
480 WAIT STATUS.REG, C~D.WAIT 
490 OUT CO!'t'A"~D.REG, CSIN 
500 WAIT STATUS.REG, WRITE.WAIT, WRITE.~lAIT 
510 OUT DATA.REG, PORT.O 
'520 I I 
530 ,.'READ PORT 0 
540 // 
550 ~!A!T STATUS.REG, CCttW·!D.~IT 
560 OUT C!J11t,\JD. REG 1 CD IN 
570 l..JAIT STATUS.REG, WP.!TE.WAIT, WRITEJlAIT 
580 OUi DATA.REG, PORT.O 
590 l·lAIT STATUS.REG, READ.WAIT 
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600 BYTES = INP(DATA.REG) 
610 I! 
620 ''WRITE PORT 1 
630 !i 
640 WAIT STATUS.REG, Cctt'tAND.!~IT 
650 O!JT COto/AN[;. REG, CDOUT 
660 WAIT STATUS.REG,WR!TE.WAIT, WRITE.WAIT 
67G GUT DATA.REG, PORT.1 
680 t.JAH STATUS .REG, ~~RITE .~IT, WR.!TE.WA!T 
690 OUT DAT A. REG I BY1"ES 




LAB # 2 
DIGITAL INPUT/OUTPUT 
OBJECTIVE 
o Continued familiarization with the CP/M-86 operating 
system 
o Introduction to the 8086 Assembler 
o Operating the LDT2801 in Assembly language 
o Demonstrate the use of an external trigger 
EQUIPMENT 
SETUP 
o Rainbow 100 computer 
o LDT2801 Interface board 
o Heath Kit Digital experimenter 
o Necessary wire 
Connect the hardware as follows: 
o Connect external trigger to one of the momentary 
switches on the Heath Kit Digital Experimenter board 
o Connect Port o of the LDT2801 to the LEDs (lights) 
on the Heath Kit Digital Experimenter board 
o Connect Port 1 of the LDT2801 to the switches on the 
Heath Kit Digital Experimenter board. Be sure to note 
that the order of switch connections corresponds to 
the order of LED connections. 
PROCEDURE 
Write a program to monitor the status of the four input 
switches and to display any changes on the LEDs. The 
user should be able to operate with or without a 
trigger. If trigger mode is selected the LEDs should 
only change after the external trigger is enabled. If 
the trigger is not enabled, there should be no change 
in the status of the LEDs. 
Write an Assembly program that does the following: 
1. Stop, clear and reset the LDT2801 
2. Set the digital output/input ports on the 
LDT2801 
3. Ask user if he/she wants to wait for an external 
trigger 
(wait for trigger if set) 4. Read the input port 
5. Write to the output port the information read from 
the input port 
6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 in a endless loop 
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LAB # 2 SOLUTION 
l: 
t: ; LAB t2 
3: ; DESIGNED BY: ALEXANDER NI K.OLOFF 
4: j 
5: ; MEETS THE SPECIFIED REQUIREMENTS FOR LAB t2 
6: 
7: CSEG 









13: MC!·.' DX,SREG 



















MQ!,.J AL , CSOUT 
OUT CREG,AL 
MOV BL, WWA IT 
Mfr.,.' Bi-I ,~lAIT 
MQi.J DX, SREG 




































































;STOP THE LDT2810 
;CLEAR THE DATA REGISTER 
;CLEAR THE LDT2810 
;SET THE DIGITAL OlffPUT PORT 
;PORT t 1 SET FOR OUTPUT 
;SET DIGITAL PORT FOR INPUT 
; PORT j 0 SET FOR INPUT 
;DISPLAY PRCNPT TO CRT 
; GET ANSMER FROM USER 
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55: MDV BX,Ctt~IT 
56: MO.J DX 1 SREG 





C.'). v .... 
63: 
HQ'V AL, TEMP 
OUT CREG,AL 
MOIJ BL ,t·!.fA.IT 
MOtJ BH,~IT 
MGl!J DX, SREG 
CALL WAITT 
64: MQlJ AL,PORTG 
65: Olff DREG ,AL 
66: M01.J BX, RWAIT 
67: MOV DX,SREG 
68: CALL WAITT 
69: IN AL,DREG 


































HQ!.J AL , CDOUT 
OUT CREG,AL 
MQ!...J BL , 1-\~.JA ! T 
MQ!J SH ,~~Ii 
MO\J DX,SREG 
C.ALL WAlTT 
HG!J AL , PORT1 
OUT DREG,AL 
MOV BL ,WWAIT 









MO!.J CL ,G 
MOV DL,O 
INT 224 
99: ;SUBROL~INE WAITT 
100: 
;SET UP LDT2810N CCMW--!D IN TEMP 
;READ PORT 0 WAIT FOR 
;TRIGGER IF APPLICABLE 
;OUTPUT THE READ INFORJ1AT! ON 
;TO PORT 1 
; CHECK FOR CCNSOLE INPUT 
;EXIT IF PRESE~~ 
;IF TRIGGER IS PRESENT~ 
;EXW.ITICN WILL T£RMH¥1TE 
;AFTER A TRIGGER 
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PARAMETERS: Br~tPrPATTERN (AND) 







DESCRIPTION:READS THE SPECIFIED OUTPUT PORT IN DX 
LNr!LL THE SPECIFIED BIT IN BL !S OBTAINED 
BH IS XOR'ED ~HTH THE PORT DATA AND THEN 
AND,,ED WITH BL. IF THE RESULT !S NC'N ZERO 
WAIT Is Cet1PLETED I 
110: 
111: RETURNS: ALL REGISTERS IN ORIGINAL FOR~ 
112~ ; 
113: WAITT: PUSH (iJ.. 
114: PUSH BX 










































138: ORG 300H 
139: BASE EOU 20H 
140: CREG EQU BASE+l 
141: SREG EQU BASE+l 
142: DREG EQU BASE 
143: C:wAIT EQU 4H 
144: hi~!T EQU 2H 
145: P-WAIT EQU 5H 
146: PORTO EOU OH 
147: PORT1 EQU lH 
14B: CRESET EQU OH 
149: CCLEAR EQU 1H 
150: CERROR EQU 2H 
34 
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151: CS OUT EQU SH 
152: CSIN EQU 4H 
1 c;·:i. 
'J ...... CST OP EQU OFH 
154: CD OUT EQU ?H 
15:1: CDIN EQU 61-1 II 
156: TRIG EQU 86H 
157: PROMPT DB ,.DO YOU ~lANT EXTERNAL TRIGGER? Y/N $' 
158: TEMP RB 1 
159: END 
LAB # 3 
AUTOMATED FACTORY 
OBJECTIVE 
o Familiarization with the idea of polling 
o Exposure to the operation of a simple assembly 
line 
EQUIPMENT 
o Rainbow 100 computer 
o LDT2801 Interface board 
o Heath Kit Digital experimenter 
o Automated factory model (Fisher Technics) 
o Interface from the model to the Rainbow 
o Necessary wire 
SETUP 
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The model will already be set up upon arrival to lab. 
It was built with Fisher Technics components. The model 
consists of a series of switches used to determine the 
position of the motors. Switches one and eight are 
photocells. For more information, please see attached 
diagrams. 























































Note* A 11 1 11 denotes that the switch has been depressed. 
The photocells work the opposite way. 
PROCEDURE 
Write a program using 8086 Assembly to control the 
motion of the material-handling model. 
The program should perform and control the following 
operations: 
1. Initialize the model. (Set all motors and arms to 
starting position.) 
2. Wait for Start key to be pressed. 
3. If the material is not on the carrier, display a 
message indicating this. (ex., "Material is not 
ready.").. Go to step 2. 
4. If the material is on the carrier, the carrier 
· should be advanced to the transfer point. 
5. Transfer the material from the carrier to the 
conveyor. 
6. Move the material to the end of the line• 
7. Turn all motors off and go to step 1. 
8. Hazardous motion should be interrupted by pressing 
the "space bar," on the keyboard. 
9. "Space bar" routine should perform the following 
operation: 
a. Turn off all the motors. 
b. Turn on the Violet lights. 
c. Display a message (ex., "System is not 
in normal condition"). 








2 & 3 
• 
SW8 SW7 
Conveyor (Motor 4) 
LJ w Start Switch s 5 
Figure 3. Diagram of Automated Factory Setup. 
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LAB # 3 SOLUTION 
1: ;LA8t3 
2: ;DESIGNED BY: ALEXM-JDER NIKOLOFF 
3: 
4: ;MEETS THE REQUI REMOOS FOR LABt3 









12: ;SET UP THE LDT2801 
13: 
14: ALEX: MnJ AL,CSTOP 
15:. OUT CREG,AL 
16: IN AL,DREG 
17: CALL Cett'ANDir-!A IT 
lR• ..... Ma.J AL,CCLEAR 
19: OUT CREG,AL 
20: 
21 • 
.... CALL CCt·ffl~~!T 
22: MOtJ AL,CS!N 
2'J· ...,. OUT CREG,AL 
24: CALL WRIT&!Ci!T 
25! MCl\.J AL,PORTG 
26: OUT DREG,A~ 
27· I % 
28: CALL CCM,,iA!'·~C~·JA IT 
29: MOV AL,CSOUT 
30: OUT CREG,AL 
31 • CALL WRIT~IT 
32: MCRJ AL,PORTl 







;STOP THE LDT2801 
;CLEAR THE DATA REGISTER 
;CLEAR THE LDT2810 
;SET THE DIGITAL INPUT PORT 
;PORT t 0 SET FOR INPUT 
;SET THE DIGITAL OUTPUT PORT 
;PORT t 1 SET FOR OUTPUT 
39: IN!TIALIZATlet~: 
40: 
; !NITIALIXE THE POSIT!~ OF ALL THE MOTORS 
41: MOV BH,M1B 
42: MQ!J BL: SW2 




















51: CALL t11 
c;'j I 
... r... 
53: MCti l"'I Q wi..fJ ;DISPLCiY PRa.1PT TO CRT 
54: MQt.J DX,OFFSET MESSl j 1 SYSTEM READY" 




59: CALL CCMw-.lrMAIT 
60: M!J.J AL,CD!N ;SET UP COMt"A~~D AND WAIT FOR TRIGGER 
61: OR AL,TR!G ; START S'WITCH 
6?· ... OUT CREG 1AL 
63! CAI : _._ ~!RITEHAlT 
64: MQ\J AL,PORTO 
be; I OUT DREG,AL 
66: CALL READWAlT 
67· ! , IN AL,~REG 
68: AND AL,SWi 
69: JE GOODM 
70. \J• HQlJ CL,9 ;DISPLAY PR0!1PT TO CRT 
7i: MC~i DX, OFFSET ME'.3'.32 ; 1 NO MATERIAL PRESS~'T: I 
7·1. 
I t.. I I!\'i 224 
73: JMP NOGOOD 
74: 
75: GOODM: MCf.J SH,MlF ;START MOTICN 
76: MQl.J BL,Sf...i3 
77: CALL t11 
78: 
79: MQ!J BH,M3F 
80: MDV BL~SW6 
a~ I ... C.ALL t-tl 
82: 
83: MDV BH,M2F 
84: MQlJ BL,SH5 
85: CALL t11 
86: 
8"'. I ' MC~,} BH,M38 
88: MOV BL,SW7 
89: C~~LL lt1 
90: 
91: MO.) BH,M4 ;SEPARATE RlJ!INE NEEDED 
92: MDV BL,SW8 ;BECAUSE OF I~!VERSE FLINCT I Ct-llNS 
Q'). 
- ..JI CALL CCM-W·WHA ! T ;OF THE .PHOTDCELS 
94: MOV AL,CDOUT 
95: OUT CREG 1AL 
96! CALL WRITEWAIT 
Qi', 
J(. MOV AL,PORT1 
98: OUT DREG,AL 
9~: CALL WRITE~lAJT 
100: MO'.J AL,BH 
101: OUT 
102: 





108: MQ! . .J 
103; OUT 















COtrtiAND~tA ! T 
AL,CD!N ;READ INPL'T PORT 
CREG,AL ;AND POLE UNT!LL S.HTCH 









121: PARAMETERS 8H:MOTOR:tAND DIRECTION 
122: BL:SWICHt TO POLE 
12?.: EXIT CCNOITICN: IF K£8ClARD IS DEPR£SED 
124; 
125: 
126: C~LL CCM'W~DHA IT 
127: MDV AL,CDOUT 
128: OUT CREGfAL 
129~ CALL WRIT&!AIT 
13G : MC~i AL , PORTl 
13~: OUT DREG,AL 
132; CALL WRIT8-IAIT 
133: MITv1 A!..,BH 









MQIJ AL, CDIN 
OUT CP. EG,AL 
C.ALL rlR!TEWAIT 
141: MO' .. J AL, PORTO 
142: Ou1 DREG~AL 
143: CALL R~;x.JAIT 
144: IN AL,DREG 
145: AND AL,BL 
146: JE Xl 
147: 







; MO'.JE MOTOR 
; READ ! NPUT PORT 
;~lD POLE L,lt\IT!LL SWITCH 
; ! S DEPPRESED 






















1 i1 I 



































































































;AN ENTRY THEN EXIT 
;SEQUBiSE TO STOP ALL MOTORS 
;AND TURN ON THE LIGHTS 
CL, 01 H ; CLEM~UP THE BUFFER 
224 
C!.. 19 ;DISPLAY PROMPT TO CRT 
DX,OFFSET MESS3 
224 
CL, 01 ; GET RESPctiSE FROM USER 
224 






















;KILL ALL MOTORS AND LIGHTS 
;EXIT TO CPM 


















23[1 ! PUSHF 
')'J~ • 
L..._1- I ~ITW: IN 
232: XOR 
lj-,'j r 






.... v.._1 .. 





















;POLES THE STATUS OF THE LDT2810, AND RET!JR~S 






iPO!..ES THE STATUS OF THE LDT2810 1 rt\!D RETURNS 







;POLES THE STATUS OF THE LDT2810, ~D RETURNS 








251: ~!Tl: IN ALJDX ;EXTR~ RUTINE JUST IN C.ASE 
252: XOR AL,CL 
253: AND AL,BL 





259: ORG 300H 
260: BASE EQU 20H 
261: CREG EQU BASE+l 
262: SREG EQU BASE+l 
263: DREG EQU BA,..~ o ... 
264: CWA!T EQU 4H 
265: ~·lAIT EQLI 2H 
266: RWAIT tnn "(\.J 5~ 
267: PORTO £OU OH 
26P: POP.Tl EQU 1H 
269: PORi2 EQU 2H 
270: CRESET EQU 011 n 
271: CC LEAR EQU lH 
')7';1 1 
'-' ' 1-1 CERROP. EQU 2H 
273: CS OUT ~QU 5H 
274: CSIN EQU 41J ,,
275: CST OP EQU OFH 
276: CD OUT EQU 7H 
?~7· 
r....i'. CDIN EQU 6H 
278: TRIG EQU 80H 
279: SH1 EQU 000000018 ;PHOTOSENSOR 
280: SH2 EQU 000000108 
281: 51'-!3 EQU 000001008 
292: SW4 EQU 000010008 
283: S.i5 EQU 000100008 
284: SW6 EQU 001000008 
285: ~7 EQU 010000(!(!8 
286: S.l8 EQL! 100000008 ;PHOTOSENSOR 
287: MlF EQU 000000018 
288: M1B EQU 000000108 
289: M2F EQU 000001008 
290: M?P . ~L.o.U EQU 000010008 
291: M3F EQU 000100008 
20?1 M38 EQU 001000QDB 
293: M4 EQU 010000008 
294: UGWS . EQU 100000008 
295: k'Tfl !~• ~- EQU 00 
296: MESS2 !)P .,;.; ,.NO MATERIAL PRESENT, PLEASE FIX IT 
297: DB ODH~OAH,OAH, 1 $ 1 
298! MESS3 DB 'TRANSPORT INTERRUPTED, ABNORMAL PROCEDURE 
299: DB ODH,OAH 















'OR 'Y 1 TO EXIT THE PROGRAM 
ODH,OAH,OAH, '$' 
I SYSTEM READY I I I TO EXIT PROGRtiM HIT KEYBOARD 1 
ODH,OAH,OAH, ;$' 
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LAB # 4 
LCD DISPLAY DRIVER 
OBJECTIVE 
o To use the acquired knowledge of 8086 Assembler 
in a more complex situation 
o To develop a driver for an LCD display 
EQUIPMENT 
o Rainbow 100 computer 
o LDT2801 Interface board 
o Intersil ICM7231/32/33/34 Proto Board 
o Five volt power supply 
o Necessary connection wire 
SETUP 





























CS1,CS2 · for ICM 7233AF IC#2 
CS1,CS2 for ICM 7233AF IC#l 
GROUND 
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Write a program to control the Intersil Display 
proto-board. The user should enter a string of valid 
data and then display this data in a rotating manner. 
The display board is an eight character display system. 
The string should be displayed · as follows: First 
47 
display a blank and then display the characters by 
rotating them in from the right one-by-one. The string 
should be displayed continuously in an infinite loop. 
Set up an assembly program providing a "suave" exit 
from this loop. 
Please read the Specs on the attached page. 
The Intersil display works as follows: 
1. Set up character on D5,D4,D3,D2,Dl,DO 
2. Set up the position of the character on Al and 
on AO (See Table 5. Note that each chip handles four 
positions.) At the same time, set BIT 2 and BIT 
3 to a logical zero. 
3. Enable the chip that corresponds to the final 
position by setting BIT 2 or BIT 3 to a logical one. 
ICM7231 /32/33/34 
ICM7233 PARALLEL INPUT ALPHA DISPLAY 
PIN 
TEA MIN AL NO. DESCRIPTION 
00 30 i..a" Signofo0an1} 01 31 
02 32 6 Bit 1ASCll1 
03 33 Data Inputs 
04 34 
05 35 Most Significant 
AO 37 Least S1gni~1cant } Address Inputs 
A1 38 Most S1gn1f1cant 
CS1 39 Chip ~lect Inputs 
B2 1 
Table 4 
CODE INPUT DISPLAY OUTPUT 
05. EM 


















0 0 [E1 p 
0 1 R Q I 
1 0 B R II 
1 1 c 5· f-
0 0 ]] T lJJ 
0 1 E u % 
1 0 F v /J 
1 1 G w I 
0 0 H x ( 
0 1 I y ) 
, 0 J z 
* 1 1 K [ + 
0 0 L \ / 
0 1 M J -
1 0 N /' 
1 1 -o ~ / 
DATA DECODING 






















See HIGH = Logical One · 1 
Table 4 LOW = Logical Zero O 
Input Add. 
See Table 5 
Both inputs LOW load data into 
input latches. Rising edge of 
~input causes aata to be 
latched. decoded and sent out to 





































Figure 4. Intersil Display Data Sheet. 
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LAB # 4 SOLUTION 
1: ;LABt4 
2: ;DESIGNED BY: ALEYANDER N!KOLOFF 
3: ; 












































44: DIJPLI: MOJ 
45: XCHG 
46: MCllJ 















;STOP THE LDT2810 
;CLEAR THE DATA REGISTER 
;CLEAR THE LDT2810 
;SET THE DIGITAL Ol~PUT PORT 
AL,PORT2 jPORT t 0 AND 1 SET FOR OUTPUT 
DREG,AL 
CL,9 ;DISPL~Y PRCMPT TO CRT 
DX,OFFSET MESS1 
224 
CL,10 ;GET STRING FROM USER 













; INITIAL INDEX 
; CDL!t-.ff =tOF CHARi:iCTERS+8 
DOUBLE,OFFSET BUFSTA-2 
SI 
AL, (BX+SI J 
DOUBLE,BX 




;DUPLICATE THE FIRST B CHARACTERS 













57: CALL D!SPLAYBUFER 
58: CALL DELAY 




































74: LOOP DO!T 
75: 
76: t-i[ll..J E:X~ OFFSET BUFSTA 
;CKECK THE KEBOARD STATUS. IF 
;AN ENTRY THEN EXIT 
77: MQ!vl cx,comT ;LOAC· NEH START CONDITIO,\!. NO LEADING 
78: SUB CX,BH ;SPACES 
79: MO\ • .'
80: 1.TMP 




















90 : MQlJ TEMP, 3H 
91: Mryj CHIP,CHIP2 
92: PUSH S! 
93: NE>ff: 
94: INC SI 
95: CALL COt'!'iANY..JA IT 
96: MC~ Al ,CDOL'T 
97~ OUT CREG,AL 
98: C~LL WR.IiEHAIT 
99! M01v1 ALJPORTl 
100: OUT DREG,AL 
;DISPLAY THE ~HNDC~ 
;OUTPUT THE CHARACTER 





















































































































;OUTPUT THE POS!TI!l~ OF THE 
;CHARACTER TO PORT 0 
;OUTPUT THE L~CH TRIGGER TO 
;PORT 0 A~D DISPLAY THE INFOPJ"ATICN 
jDEiERMINE IF ALL 8 CHARACTERS 
;HAVE BEEN DISPLAYED 
;EXIT TO CPM 
;POLES THE STATUS OF .THE LDT2810, PND RETURNS 














WR1TB.iAIT: ;POLES THE STATUS OF THE LDT2810, A',!D P..ETURNS 































;POLES THE STATUS OF THE LDT28i.O 1 ~ND RETURNS 
;WHEN CNE CAN READ THE DATA REG! STER 
169: 
170: PUSH AX 
17!: PUSHF 





















;EXTRA RUTINE JUST IN CASE 





































zn7, V f I ~A!T 
208: F1·1AIT 
209: PO~"!"O 




L.•..Jr CCL EAR 
214: CE~,ROR 























































































'PLEASE INPUT A STRING UP TO 80 CHARACTERS' 
ODH,OAH 
·'INPUT HAS TO BE !N CAPITALS AND A LAGING SPACE' 
ODH 10AH 













LAB # 5 
GENERATE A SINE CURVE FROM DIGITAL DATA 
OBJECTIVE 
o Familiarization with the D/A feature of the LDT2801 




o Rainbow 100 computer 
o LDT2801 Interface board 
o Oscilloscope 
o Function generator 
o Necessary connection wire 
o Connect the oscilloscope to the DACl screw 
connection on the LDT2801. 
o Connect the function generator to the external 
clock connection. 
o Using the function generator, generate a unipolar 
square wave with an amplitude of no more than five 
volts. Any more than this could damage the LDT2801! 
PROCEDURE 
o Write a program in ~ASIC that generates an array 
of 100 points of a sine wave. 
o The program should ask the user if an external 
clock should. be used. 
o Be sure to adjust the amplitude into the twelve 
bits of resolution that the LDT2801 can handle. 
Also remember that since the twelve bits are 
separated into two bytes, the sine wave needs 
an upper and lower value. 
o Display the sine wave on the oscilloscope. 
o output the sine wave using the continuous modifier 
on the WRITE A/D command. 
o Now, change the external clock frequency until an 
error occurs in the LDT2801. 
o Include an error-checking routine and a diagnosis 
of the type of error encountered. 
LAB # 5 SOLUTION 
10 u ~JRITTEN BY ROBERT C. PACE 
20 " MODIFIED BY ALEX.PNDER NIKOLOFF 
30 I I TO MEET LAS.5 REQUIREMENTS 
100 PRINT CHR$(27); 8 [?31 1 'CLEAR SCREEN 
110 PRINT 
120 PRINT I 
PRINT Ii 
THIS PROGP.#1 GENEPiffESH 






























400 I l 
Off !NT A-Z 
BASE.ADDP..ESS 
C!Jr~1!\"JD. REG! STER 
STATUS.REGISTER 
DATA.REGISTER 



















= BASE.ADDRESS + 




















410 11 Check for legal Status Register. 
420 II 















Stop .~nd clear the DT28G1. 
Ol!T C~D I REGISTER, CST OP 
TEMP = INP(DATA.REG!STER) 
~-iAIT STATUS.REGISTER, CCM'iAND.WA!T 
OUT CQM!'rlAND.REGISTER, CCLEAR 
540 FACTOR = FACTOR.12 
550 ii 
55 
560 '' Calculate data ualues for 100 point sine waves. 570 II 













FOR LOOP = 0 TO 99 
At--4GLEt = (2 * 3.1416 * LOOP)/100 
DA1VALUE = (FACTOR/2 - 1) * S!N(ANGLEt) + FACTOR/2 
DAlH!GH(LOOP) = !~'T(DA1W~LUE/256) 
DA1LC.'4(LOOP) = INT(DAllJALUE - DA1H!GH(LOOP) * 256) 
NEXT LOOP 
760 11 Set clock freQuency to 6.667 (or 13.333 Hz.) 
770 II 
780 11 Write SET CLOCK PERIOD command. 
790 // 
BOO l:-!A!T SiATUS.REGISTER, Ga'!,.#{D.~~IT 
81C our COit'#lD. REGISTER' CCLOCK 
820 I I 
830 11 write hi gh anc! low bytes of PERJOD*. 




PERIODH = INT( PERI0~/256 ) 
PERIODL = PERIOD:t - PER!ODH * 256 
HAIT STATUS.REGISTER, WRITE.WAIT, WR!TE.WA!T 
880 OUT DATA.REGISTER 1 PERIODL 
890 ~IT STATUS.REGISTER, WRITE.WAIT, WRITE.WAIT 
900 OUT DATA.REGISTER~ PER.IODH 
910 .'/ 
920 " Set-up DAC parameters. 
930 ii 
940 11 Write SET DAC PARAMETERS corrtriand. 
950 ; I 
960 ~~IT STAT LIS.REGISTER, C(ttr!AND .~JAIT 
970 OUT CCtt1AND I REGISTER' CSDA 
980 Ii 
















~-!AIT STATUS.REGJST£R, l~RITE.WAIT, ~!RITE.WAIT 





INPUT 1 u~.e D..1ERNAL CLOCK (Y/N) I ;Y$ 
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1120 / / 
1130 
1140 
IF Y$ = •y• OR Y$ = 11 y1 THEN Cet1MAND = EXT .CLOCK 
IF Y$ = 9 N1 OR Y$ = 1 n1 THEN Cort1AND = 0 
'!'en 
..... .; .... IF Y$ = ey• OR Y$ = 'y' THEN GOTO 1200 
1160 
1170 II 








PF~INT • Writing sine waves to D/A outputs.• 
PRINT 1 Type an'.,i character to stop. 1 
1270 PRINT 
1280 F/ 
1290 /1 Start DAC c:onvers.ions using DAC select 1, continuous modifier s.et. 
130C ''Write WRITE DIA command. 
i310 ,, 
1320 ~lAIT STATUS.RE6!STER, CCWA"!D.~lA!T 
1330 OUT CfJ.'tlAND.REGISTER, (CHDA + CCCNTINUOUS + CortttiPND) 
1340 II 
1350 /1 ContinrJously write output data to D/A1 s. at c:loc:k r.::te. 
1360 II 
1370 Y$ = !NKEY$ 
1380 \.!~ = WRITE.WAIT : SR = STATUS.REGISTER DR = DATA.REGISTER 
1390 ll 
:400 FOR ~OOP = 0 TO 99 : ~IT SR, ~i~, ~l 
1420 OUT DR, DA1LOW(LOOP) : WAIT SR, WW, Wt~ : OUT DR, DA1HIGH(LOOP) 
1430 Y$ = INKEY$ : IF NOT(Y$ = ii) THEN GOTO 1460 
144G STATUS = INP(SPJ ! IF (STATUS ~D &HBO) THEN GOTO 1590 
1450 NEXT LOOP ; GOTO 1390 
1460 II 
1470 " Stop DT2801. 
1480 // 
1490 OUT W·r'A~D.REGISTER, CSTOP 
1500 I I 
1510 '' Check for ERROR. 
1520 r; 
1530 WA!T STATUS.REGISTERj CC~#lDJ~IT 
1540 STATUS = !N~(STATUS.REGISTER) 





PRINT : PRINT I 
GOTO 1910 
1600 ''Fatal board error. 
1610 I l 
16~'0 PRINT 
t4R!TE SINE WAVES TO D/A Op er at ion Complete' 
1630 PRINT sFATAL BOARD ERROR' 
1640 PRINT 1 STATUS REGISTER VALUE IS 1 ;HEX$(STATUS); 1 HEXIDECIMAL' 
1650 PRINT : PRINT CHR$.(7) : PRINT CHR$(7) : GOSUB 1700 






BYTE 1 - 1 ;HEX$(ERP..OPJ): 1 HEXIDECit'fAL' 
BYT~ 2 - I ;HEX$(ERRGR2); 9 HEX!DECIMAL I 
1690 PRI~! GOTO 1910 
1700 ! I 
1710 11 Read the Error Register. 
1720 I! 











WA!T STATUS.REGISTER, Cett4iAND.~IT 
OUT C(tt1AND I REGISTER J CERROR 
!~IT STATUS.REGISTER, READ.~~IT 
ERROR.1 = INP(DATA.REG!STER) 
WAIT STATUS.REGISTER, READ.WAIT 
£RROR2 = INP([iATA.REG!STER) 
RETUFJl 
1840 '' Illegal S~at~s Register. 
1850 I! 
1860 PRINT 
1870 PR!NT 1 ~ATAL ERRDR - I LL EGA~ STA"!US REG! SER ~JALUEff -
1880 PF'..!NT MSTATU~: REGISTER VALUE IS ";HEX$( STATUS); ti HEXIDECH14L s 
1890 F'R!~-IT CHR$(7): PRINT CHR$(7) 
190G 11 
1 en n PR!NT ~ PRINT 
192G ll 
1930 INPUT ' Run prcrgra-n asain (YIN} u ;"11· 
1940 
1950 
1960 i _, 
IF Y$ = ay• OR Y$ = THEN R!_lf-.l 
THEN SYSTEI": 
1970 PRIN1 : PRINT ' Please respond with 'Y' or 'N'.' 
1980 GOTO 1920 
2060 END 
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LAB # 6 
SAMPLE A FUNCTION AND TRANSLATE 
THE DATA INTO VOLTAGES 
OBJECTIVE 
o Familiarization with the A/D capacity of the 
LDT2801 
o Sampling a function 
EQUIPMENT 
o Rainbow 100 computer 
o LDT2801 Interface board 
o Oscilloscope 
o Function generator 
o Necessary connection wire 
SETUP 
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Connect the function generator and the oscilloscope to 
CHANNEL 0 on the LDT2801. 
PROCEDURE 
o Write a basic program that generates an series of 
samples from a function on CHANNEL o. 
o Print all the values to the printer. 
o Plot the data obtained. 
o Change the number of samples and repeat the 
procedure for a couple of different values. 
o Include an error-checking routine that also 
diagnoses the type of error encountered. 
Remember that the twelve bit data are separated into 
two bytes. Therefore you need a low and a high part to 
the sampled value. Use the continuous modifier on the 
READ D to A command. 
LAB # 6 SOLUTION 
100 " written by Robert C. Pace. 5/30./84 
110 ;; modified by' Alexartder Nikcloff. 6/17/86 
120 PRINT CHR$( 27) i 11 ( ?31 1 'clear screen : PRINT 
13D PRINT e Program samples channel 00" 
140 PRil'i1 • And takes the inp!Jted nu'.n.ber c1f sFtnple:.s 











































= BASE.ADDRESS + 1 
















380 l l Dimer:~.ion arrays to hold high and fow bytes of A/D Data. 
400 D!t~ ADL(Mti.X.W·~J), ADH(MAX.W'V) 
41C u 
4?fl u AID parameter co!'!starit: .• 
















PGH(O} = 1 : PGH(l) = 2 : PGH(2) = 4 : PGH(3) = 8 
PGL(O) = 1 : PGL(l) = 10 : PGL(2) = 100 : PGL(3) = 500 
PSX(O) = 1 : PGX(l) = 1 PGX(2) = 1 : PGX(3J = 1 
SE .CHR~JELS = 16 
DT2818.CM"-NELS = 1 
FACTOR.lOt = 1024 
FACTOR.16t = 32768! 
LNI .RANGE = 10 
Bff·. R#·lGE = 2.0 
BIP16.'RANGE = 10 
t!··H 8 • RANGE = 5 
DI.Cl-WMLS = 8 
EXP.C~~ELS = 64 
FACTOR.12t = 4096 
: LN! . OFFSET = 0 
: BIP.OFFSET = 10 
: BIP16.0FFSET = 0 
: l~l! B. OFFSET = 0 















STATUS = !NP(STATUS.REGISTER) 
IF NOT~{STATUS AND &H70) = 0) THEN GOTO 2400 
Stop and clear the DT2801. 
OUT C!l'f"'W·JD. REGISTER, CST OP 
TEMP = INP(DATA.REGISTER) 
WAIT STATUS.REGISTER, COtt1AND.WAIT 
OUT COMt¥1N9. REGISTER, CCLE.AR 
Set internal e:loc:r, rate to 10 Hz (20 Hz DT2801-A, DT2818) 
730 11 Write SET CLOCK PERIOD comr:and. 
740 Ii 
750 WAIT STATUS.REGISTER 1 Cett1AND.WAIT 
760 OUT CO!'t1AND.REG!STER; CCLOCK 
770 I; 
780 1 ' Write high and low bvtes of PERIQC\t. 








PER IODH = ! NT ( PER !OD:# /256} I .5 (,. 
PERI ODL = PERI or~ - PERI 09H * 256 t;i. 4-/ 
~~IT STATUS I REG! STER~ Hf:!TE .WAIT~ ~~RITE .~IT 
OUT DATA.REG!STERt PERIODL 
WAIT STATUS.REGISTER 1 WR!'.E.~~liJ wR!TE.WA!T 
Ou1 DATA.REGISTERi PERIODH 










F"ACTORt = FACTOR .12t y-;9"i-;:> 
GAIN(O) = PGH(O): -~!N(l) = PGH(1-) 
GAIN(2) = PG~(2) : GA!N(3) = PGH(3) 
Respond to query with 'Y' or 'N'. 
PRINT : PRINT a Please respond with 'Y' or 'N' only. 1 
970 11 Bipolar range and offset. 
98D 1 ,. 
990 RANGE = BIP.~ANGE : OFFSET = BIP.OFFSET 
1000 11 Differential number of channels. 
101(! I I 
1020 N~"1BER. CHAi'~NELS = DI I CHAr..t~ELS 
1030 l! 








P?.P'4'T : PP.INT 1 
Set gainJ start cha~nel, end channel and number of' 




1100 PRINT 'Legal 1.Jalues for gain are ";GAIN(O)j', ';GAIN(l); 
1110 PR!NT a, 11 ;GA!N(2)j 8 , anc! 1 ;6AIN(3)j 9 .~ 
1120 INPvl ft Gain value= ";Y 
1130 II 
1140 FOR eAIN. CODE = 0 TO 3 : IF GAIN( GAI ~L CODE) = Y THEN GOTO 1190 










PRINT : PRINT I Please use legal gain ualue. 1 
GOTO 1090 
Set the channel selection for the input signal 
START.C~NNEL=O 
END. CHA*'.NEL=O 












PRINT : PRINT ! PRINT I 8 I 
' PP.INT 8 Le9al values for number of conver~.ions are e ;MIN.Cet-M; 
PP.INT I through I;~. ca\~); BI II 
INPLIT " Number of con 1Jersi on~. vaiue = • ;NLN. CCN\J 
IF (Nltt.mN >= MIN.eot~.J AND Nt.!1.mN =< MAX.CCN.J) THEN GOTO 1360 
PRINT : PR!NT I 
GOTO 1240 
Please use legal number of conuersions valee.• 
137f! /1 Do a SET A./D PARAM~TERS corr.mand to set up the A.ID converter. 
1380 u Write SET A/D PARAMETERS command. 
139[! II 
1400 WAIT STATUS.REGISTER, CGi~AND.WAIT ./ 
1l1 G OUT CO?-NAND. REGISTER, CSAD 
1420 ll 
1430 11 W-ri te- A/D gain byte. 
1440 ; ; 
!450 ~·!A!T STATUS.RrnIS"!'ER, t!RITE.WAIT, WRITE.WAIT 
:460 OUT DATA.REGIS!ER, GAIN.CODE 







WRITE.WAIT 1 WRITE.WAIT 
START .tf~\1NEL 
153B /1 ~iri te A.ID end channel byte. 
1S40 ! ' 
1550 
1560 
1570 I l 
W~IT STATUS.REGISTER, ~IRITE.W.~IT, WRITE.WAIT 
our DAT A • REG! STER , END • ewtt·~EL 
·1580 11 Write high and low bytes of NCCNJERSI~St. 
1590 II 
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1600 NLMBERH = INT(N!J1.Cetl..'/256) 
1610 Nlt'lBERL = Nt.!1.C(l',p.,,1 - Nll':BERH * 256 
1620 W~IT STATUS.REGISTER, ~lRITE.h.'AIT, WRITE.WAIT 










!690 MAIT STATUS.REGISTER, CC~D.~!AIT 








FOR LOOP = 1 TO Nl~.C~J : WAIT STATUS.REGISTER, READ.~~IT 
ADL(LOOP) = INP(DATA.REG!STER) : WAIT STATUS.REGISTER, READ.WAIT 
ADH(LOOP) = INP(DATA.REGISTER) : NEXT LOOP 
1780 11 Check for ERROR. 
1790 ii 
i800 ~~IT STATUS.REGISTER, W1~D.WAIT STAT-US = INP(STATUS.RESISTER) 
1810 lF (STATUS ~~D SHBG) TH8! GOTO 2160 
1B20 II 
!83D u Calculate and print the A/D reading:. in volts. 
1840 ;J 
1850 NCtW~ = END.C~'~'!EL - START .U1.tlJ-NEL + 1 

















2030 l / 
FOR LOOP = 1 TO NLM.C;l\~.J 
DATA.tJALUEt = ADH(LQ_()P) * 256 t ADL(LOOP) 
IF C1ATA,1.JALUEt ) 32767 THEN DATA.VAUJE* = DATA.VALU~t -65536! 
VOL TSt = ( (P#~GE * DATA.VALl!Et/FACTORt) - OffSET)/GA!N( ~I~LCODD 
CHPJ'~EL = START. Cl1~NNEL + ( (LOOP - 1 ) MOD NCAAN) 
IF CHAt·-NEL >= NL.lirlBER I C~'.t.tELS THEN Cf-W,NEL = CHANNEL - NL::~BER. C~t-JELS 
PRINT ' 
PRI~ff II - II, • 
- J • 
Cl-W-lNEL Ii : PRINT US!NG 'ff' ;C~EL; 
PRINT USING 11tff .tttttt& ;\.JOLTS* i 
1 F CHA!'l'JEL = mo. CWt·NEL THEN PRit'i'T 
IF Crw-ML = END.C~~lEL THEN PRINT 
NEXT LOOP 






INPUT R ~io ~·ou 1-.!ar:t t~ d~ rrr:rre conversion~. (Y/N} 1 ;Y$ 
2~! 90 IF Y$. = ew OR ~"* = ~ r. B THEN GOTO 2130 
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2100 IF Y$ = 1 Y0 OR Y$ = •y• THO-~ GOTO 1030 
211(1 / / 
2120 GOSUS 8000 : GOTO 2030 
2130 ; I 
2140 PR.I~'T : PR!t'l'T : PR!NT • 
2150 GOTO 2480 
21 f.O Ii 
2170 1 1 Fatal board error. 
'i1 Of! ! I 
~ .... a_...; 
2:90 PRINT 
22CC PRINT 1 FATAL BOARD ERROR' 
READ P/D O~r er at ion Complete• 
PRINT 1 STATUE: REGISTER VALVE IS ';HEX$( STATUS); 1 HEX IDEC I MAL s 









2260 PR!NT EQTO 2480 
2270 ·'' 
2280 '' Read the Error Register. 
2290 II 
!iHEX$(ERRQR1);ff HEX1DEC1MA~· 
e;HEX$(ERROR2);' HEXIDEC!M4L 1 
2~:0[! GUT CCWAND .~:EGI STER, CSTOP : TEMP = !NP( DATA.REGISTER) 
2310 ll 
2320 MA 1T ST A TUS • REG I STER , CCM"1AND • ~,!A IT 
233G OUT CCN!"A'~D.REGISTER , CER~OR 
2340 i / 
2350 WAIT STATUS.REGISTER, READ.WAIT 
2360 ER~,OR1 = INP(DATA.PEG1STER) 
2370 1¥i IT STATUS. REG! ST £R, READ. ~lA IT 
2380 ERROR2 = INP(DATA.REGISTER) 
23~10 RETURN 
2400 ii 
2410'"" Illeg-31 Status Re·3i:.ter. 
2Ct20 I! 
243(1 PRINT 
2440 PRINT 'FATAL ERROR - ILLEGAL STATUS REGIE:TEP. VALUE" 
2.;so prn,;r esTATUS REGISTER ~~LUE IS I ;H8{$(STATUS) !0 HEXIDECI~~Le 
246e PRINT CHR$( 7) : PR.!NT C:HR;( 7) 
2470 II 
2480 PRINT : PRINT 
2490 fl 
2500 INPUT ll Run program agai ~1 ('f./tW ;Y$ 




LAB # 7 
USING THE PRINTER PORT TO DRIVE A SPEECH SYNTHESIZER 
OBJECTIVE 
o Familiarization with the printer and communication 
ports of the Rainbow 
EQUIPMENT 
o Rainbow 100 computer 
o RS-232c cable 
o Votrax (speech synthesizer) 
SETUP 
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Connect Votrax to the printer port via an RS-232c cable. 
PROCEDURE 
Write a 8086 assembly program to send a string of 
character to Votrax. It will be necessary to set up the 
following parameters on the printer port: 
Baud rate: 300 
Bits 7 
Parity even 
The set up must be handled within the program and a 
"suave" exit condition is a requirement. After the 
completion of the program reset the computer to the 
original printer port values~ The decision of how to 
handle the communication between the Rainbow and Votrax 
is left to the creative mind of the programmer. See 
appended page for more information on the operation of 
Votrax. 
Figure 4. RS-232 CABLE CONFIGURATIONS 
TNT COMPUTER TNT COMPUTER 
GND 1 < > 1 GND GND 1 < > 1 GND 
GND 7 < > 7 GND GND 7 < > 7 GND 
TD 2 2 RD TD 2 > 2 RD 
RD 3 < 3 TD RD 3 < 3 TD 
CTS 4 <--, 4 RTS CTS 4 < 4 RTS 
RTS 5 > 5 CTS RTS 5 > 5 CTS 
DCD 8 
DTR 20 <=J 
> 8 DCD DCD 8 
DTR 20 <=-:! 
> 8 DCD 



























A. TNT WITH MODEM ONLY 
GND =GROUND 
TD =TRANSMIT DATA 
RD = RECEIVE DATA 
CTS = CLEAR TO SEND 
RTS = REQUEST TO SEND 
DCD = DAT A CARRIER DETECT 
DTR = DATA TERMINAL READY 
Figure 5. Pertinent Information About Votrax 
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1: ;LABt7 
LAB # 7 SOLUTION 
2: ;DESIGNED BY: ALD'.ANDER NIKOLOFF 
3: ; 
4: ;MEETS THE REQIJI REM8'ITS FOR VOTRAX 
5: ;tiOTRAX IS CCNNECTED TROUGH THE PRINTER PORT 
6: ;THE PORT PARAf1ETERS ARE SET UP INTERNALY IN THE 
7: ;PROGRAM TO BE COMPATA8LE WITH VOTRAX. IT WILL BE NECESSARY TO 































































;SET UP THE CORRESPa~D!NG 
;SEGMENTS IN THE DATA 
CL,32H ;BIOS C~LL TO SET UP THE 




;MAKE SURE THE TASK IS 
;PERFORMED~ OTHERWISE EXIT 
DX,OFFSET XBUFFER 
224 
CL,9 ;DISPLAY PR~PT TO CRT 
DX, OFFSET MESSl 
224 
T1 









; SET UP A CHAR.ACTER COUNTER IN ex 
; IF NO STRING EX1T 
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CL,32H ;BIOS CALL TO TRANS1IT A CHARAC"rER 
DX,OFFSET OUTCHAR 
224 































































CWiRO, 0 DH ; OUTPUT A CR SO VDT RAX WI LL SPEAK 
CL,32H 
DX, OFFSET Olrf CHAR 
224 
DELAY ; DELAY TO ALLm VOTRAX TO SPEAK 



































120: MESS2 DB 




125: CHARO DB 
126: DB 
127: 
128: XBLIFFER DB 
129: ow 
130: Dl N-l 
131: XBUF DB 











'PLEASE INPUT A STRING UP TO 80 CHARACTERS' 
ODH,OAH 
'THE STRING WILL BE SPOKEN BY VOTRAX 
ODH,OAH 
1 INPUT A NEW STRING AFTER THE PR~PT 1 ! 8 APPEARS" 
ODH,OAH 













;OUTPUT A CHAR TO TRANMIT BUFFER 
;08.J='USP 
;CHAR TO OUTPUT 









144: SETUP 08 
145: ow 
146: !)2 [X~ 
















;SET DEt.IICE TO ORIGI~L STATE 
;DEV= 11 UST'1 
;PROGRAM DEVICE (PRINTER PORT) 
;DEVICE NLtlBER •PRINTER' 
;MODE ;DATA TALKS 
;STOP B!TS 
;DATA BITS I 7 I 
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151: DB OlH ;TRM·lS1IT PARITY ·rvEw 
1 Ci?· ....... DB 07H ;BAUD RAiE RCV 1 0300 6 
153: D3 O?P. ; BAUD RATE XMT 1 0300 8 
154: DB 11H ;X(t.! CHAR 
155: DE 13H ;XOFF CHAR 
156! DB 02H ; RC'v XCN/XOFF 
157: DB 02H ; XM'T X(}l/XOFF 
158: RW OOSOH ;BUFFER SIZE(16 BIT VAL) 
159: ow OOOOH ;OFFSET OF BUFFER START 
160: c~~ OOOOH ;SEGMENT OF BUFFER START 
161: RJ.l 0002H 
162: BUFFER DB 80 
163: DB 79 
164: DB 'MY ~E IS VOTRAX AND I AM REDY TO SERVE YC!IJ' 
165: DB PLEASE ~KE ME TALK 
166: RB 80 
167: END 
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LAB # 8 
SERIAL DATA COMMUNICATION 
OBJECTIVE 
o To write a simple communication program for serial 
communication between two Rainbow computers 
EQUIPMENT 
SETUP 
o Two Rainbow 100 computers 
o RS-232c cable 
Connect the two computers through the communication 
ports with the RS-232c cable wired in Non Modem Mode. 
PROCEDURE 
Write a simple communication program that uses serial 
communication. The program should be able to send a 
message from one computer to the other in an 
interactive manner. The constraints of the solution are 
not limited. Any solution is acceptable. 
ABt8 
LAB # 8 SOLUTION 
2: ;DESIGNED BY: ALD'ANDER NIKOLOFF 
3: 
4: ;MEETS THE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE SERIAL 
5: ;TR.~iSMITI()~ OF DATA TROUGH THE Catf1LNICATION 
6: iPORT. THE T~tt~SMITICt~ IS 'DATA TALKS' 
7: 
8: CSEG 





































































;SET UP THE CORRESPIJ~DING 
CL,32H ;BIOS CALL TO SET UP THE 
DX,OFFSET SETUP ;Cet1M PORT 
224 








DX, OFFSET RMOD81 
224 
CL,9 ;DISPLAY PRil1PT TO CRT 
DX,OFFSET MESSl 
224 
CL,10 ;GET STR!NG FRctl USER 










; SET UP A CAARACTER COlt-ITER IN ex 
; IF NO STRING EXIT 
72 
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51: NEXT: MC~ AL, [BX+SIJ 
5'>• 
'-• MOV CHARO,AL 
53: INC SI 
54: PUSH BX 
55: PUSH ex 
56: PUSH SI 
57: 
58: Nl: M(JJ CL,32H ;BIOS CALL TO TRANS"M!i A CHARACTER 
59: MQ!,J DX,OFFSET OLITCHAR 
60: INT 224 
61: POP SI 
62: POP ex 
63: POP BX 
64: LOOP NEXT ;REPEAT LNTILL ALL CHARACTERS ARE 
65: ;DUTPUTED 
66: MOJ CAARO,OAH 
67: MOV CL,32H 
68: MOV DX,OFFSET OL~C~R 
69: INT 224 
70: 
71. MOJ CHARO,ODH 
72: MOV CL,32H 
73: MO.) DX,OFFSET OUTCHAR 
74: INT 224 
75: 
76: MLN CL,32H ; READ THE INPUT STATUS 
77: MQl .. ,l DX,OFFSET READIS 
78: INT 224 
79: PND AL,OFFH 
80: JE NOC!-JAR 
91 I 
. '
C1":11 MC~.J CL,9 ;DISPLAY INPUT PRG-tPT TO CRT V'-• 
83: MO'J DX,OffSET MESS3 




88: MOV CL,32H ;BIOS CALL TO TRANS.'1IT A CHAPACTER 
89: HOV DX,OFFSET RE~DCHR 
90: INT 224 
9"1. 
... AND AL,OFFH ; FF=C~R IS PRESENT 
92: JE NOO~R 
93: 
94: MOV DL,CL ;ECHO TO THE SCREEN 
95: MQl.J CL,02H 
96: !NT 224 
97: 
oo. Jt·~P NEXTR ;REPEAT L~!LL ALL CHARACTERS A~E _.:. ;,..1 l 
QQ, 
J..:• 




































129: MESS2 DB 




.. \J'-.Jt DB 
134: [)l,-1 , 
1.-,r • 




139: S10DEM DB 
14(!: Dl~ 
141: HOCEM DB 
142: DB 
143: MODEOFF EQU 
144: 
















'THIS IS A SIMPLE COM1l~ICATI~ PROGRAi~ 
ODH,OAH 
'THE 1 ! • .PRCt1PT ME.YNS READY TO INPUT 
ODH,OAH 
'THE •ta PRCt-iPT MEP:~S MESSAGE FROM THE OTHER Cct1PVTER,. 
ODH,OAH 
1
•CARRIAGE RETURN 1 TO EXIT THE PROGRAM' 
ODH,GAH!'! $' 
0 DH ' OAP. ' It $ / 
8CH ;OUTPUT A C~R TO TP~IT BUFFER 
OlOOH ; DElJ= ft CCM1 R 














151: ow OOOOH 
152: 
153: ERECIEV DB 85H 
154: ~ OlOOH 
155: ow OOOOH 
156: 
157: READIS DB 87H 
15B: ow OlOOH 
!59: DH OOOOH 
160: 
161: GETCHAR DB 89H 
162: rM OlOOH 
163: [~i OOOOH 
164: 
165: READCHR DB 88H . 
166: [)l,j 0100H 
167: ~ OOOOH 
168: 
169: UPSET DB 83H ;SET DEVICE TO ORIG!t~L STATE 
170: ow 0100H ; DElJ= B Crtt: i 
171: Dl1' OOOOH 
172: 
173: SETUP DB 81H ;PROGRAM D8JICE (COf11 PORT) 
174: ow OFFSET IN!T 
175: 02 ~ OOOOH 
176: 
177: ow OFFFFH 
178: 
179: !NIT DB 01H ; DEVI CE Nlt1BER I Cet't1 
180: 09 OlH ;MODE 'DATA TALKS 
181: DB 01H ;STOP BITS 
182: OS GSH ;DATA BITS 1 7S" 
183: DB 03H ;TPPNSMIT PARITY 1 NmE 1 
184: DB lOH ;BAUD RATE RCV 1 9600 11 
185: DB 10H ;BAUD RATE XMT 1 9600 1 
186: DB 11H ;XON CHAR 
187: DB 13H ;XOFF C~R 
188: DB 02H ; RCV X!J-l/XOFF 
189: DB 02H ; >J-IT XCN/XOFF 
190: ow 1400H ;BUFFER S!ZE(16 BIT VAL) 
191: DW OFFSET BUFF ;OFFSET OF BUFFER START 
192: 03 cii.! OOOOH ;SE&-!El'IT OF BUFFER START 
193: BUFF RH 1400H 
194: RW 0002H 
195: BUFFER DB 78 
196: DB 78 
f97: DB 'THIS CALL ~S SCNE SORT OF BUG I DCNT KNa.J' 
198: DB 'WHY IT ~lORKS IF YOU HAVE Sa1E DATA IN THE,. 
199~ DB 'BUFFER BEFORE CALLING THE ROUTINE 
200: END 
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LAB # 9 
PARALLEL DATA COMMUNICATION 
OBJECTIVE 
o To write a simple communication program for 
communication between two Rainbow computers, 
using the LDT2801 for parallel transmission 
EQUIPMENT 
SETUP 
o Two Rainbow 100 computers 
o Two LDT2801 boards 
o Necessary connection cable 
Connect the two computers through the LDT2801 
boards with the supplied cable. 
PROCEDURE 
Write a simple communication program that uses parallel 
communication. The program should mimic the solution to 
Lab #8 in every possible way. The communication 
protocol is left to the imagination of the programmer. 
The constraints of the solution are not limited. Any 
solution is acceptable. 
LAB # 9 SOLUTION 
1: ;LABt9 
2: ; DESIGNED BY: ALEX.CNDER N! KOLOFF 
3: ; 
4: ;!~EETS THE REQUI P..EMEt<ITS FOR THE PARALLEL 
5: ;TPA:".!SMIT!f1'l OF DATA TROUGH THE C~t1LNICAT!ON 





11: ;SET UP THE LDT2801 
P· 
-· 1~!: ALEX: M(lt.i AL,CSTOP ; STOP THE LDT2801 
14: Olff CREG,AL 
15: IN AL,(iR£G ;CLS~R THE DATA REGISTER 
16: CALL CCM14:t~ffi>JA!T 
17: MN AL,CCLEAR ;CLEAR THE LDT2810 
18: OUT CREG,AL 
19: 
20: CAL!.. CCttt~N~IT 
".l1 • 
'-•• MO\! ALJCSIN ; SET THE DI GIT AL INPUT PORT 
22: OUT CREG,AL 
'j'j, 
t...,;. CALL WRITEW!IT 
24: Ma.' AL,PORTO jPORT t 0 SET FOR INPUT 
25: OUT DREG JAL 
26: 
27: CALL C:CWiANC1iA IT 
28: MO\.,J A!..,CSOUT ;SET THE DIGITAL OUTPL~ PORT 
29: OUT CREG,AL 
3C: CALL WRIT&lAIT 
31: MC~J AL,PORTl ; PORT t 1 SET FOR OUTPUT 




36~ C-At..L CM1ANDHAIT 
37: MOt.J AL , CDOUT ;SET RTS (READY TO SEND) 
38: OUT CREG,AL 
~Q • 
.... _,, CALL WR!TEJ.JA!T 
4n • .... MC~J AL, PORT1 
4~ • OUT DREG,A!.. 
4-::i • ... C.~LL WR!TB·lAIT 
43: MOV AL,RTS 
44: Ol'T DREG,AL 
4r::; • 
..... 
46: MOIJ CL, 9 ; DI SPLAY mTRODUCT I CN F'Rlt1PT TO C~T 
47· MOV DX~ OFFSET MESS1 
48: INT 224 
49: 




~8¥ i..J l ~ ~h&~A~ 
53: CALL WRITEWA!T ;CHAR IS PRES~'T 
54: MC~..' AL,PORTO 
55: OUT DREG,AL 
56: CALL REA!Hh1IT 
c;"? • 
..., 1 ' IN AL,DREG 
SB: XOR AL,RTS 
59: JE Xl 
6fl. VI JMP SEND 




64 : NEXTONE: 
65: DCNE: MOJ CL,10 ;GET STRING FRc.l1 USER 















































C:T - i 
""'' -
































~!RI TD·!A IT 
;SET UP A CKttRACTER COL~1£R IN ex 
; IF NC: STRING EXIT 
; SENT RTS CAAR'1CTER 
;READ INPUT PORT 
;AND WAIT LNT!L RTR (RE,~DY TO REC!E\.tE) 
;CHAR IS PRESENT 
78 
79 
101: MOV AL,PORTO 
102: OUT DREG,AL 
i03: CALL READWA!T 
104: IN AL,DREG 
105: XOR AL,RTR 
i06: JNE Si 
107: 
108: CALL C~ANrilr!AIT 
109: MO\J AL,CDOUT ;SEND THE: CWWP.CTERS 
110: OUT CREG,AL 
111: CA~L ~~R!T&lAIT 
11? I 
... ._I MDV A!..,PORTl 
11 'j. 
-.-.wi OUT DREG,AL 
114: C.~LL WR !TEl·lA IT 
115: MDV AL, [ BXtSI] ;GET THE CHARACTER 
116: M~D AL, 011111118 aCTPTP ,,.11,, .. , PARITY BIT 
117: OR AL,PARITY ;SET THE CORRECT PARITY 
118: OUT DREG,AL ; SEND THE CWiRACTER 
119: 
12D: XOR RTR,OFFH ;SET NEW PARITY 
121: 
122: SENDl: CALL C~t1ANC\-!A IT 
123: Mrlll , 1 ... -v AL.,CD!N ;READ CHARACTER 
124! OUT CREG,AL ;AND POLE LNTILL N&l CHARACTER 
125: CALL WRITEl~IT ; IS PRESENT 
126: MC~-,,1 AL,PDRT(I 
1 ?71 
.t.C.r I OUT DREG,AL 
1 r,ri, ,,., CALL REA~!AIT 
129: IN AL,DREG 
130: XOR AL,RTR 
p1 . 
..., .... "TNE SENDl 
132: 
133: POP SI 
134: POP ex 
i35: XOR PAR!TY,CH£CK ;Cl-'ANGE PARITY 
136: 
137: LOOP NEXT 
1 ~r., 
.... .,c. 
139: CAI I ... L CM'W-~~IT 
140: MOtJ AL,CDOUT ;SEND THE EMPTY CHARACTER. 
141: OUT CREG~AL .!T IS THE END OF rm-~E:1I SI (t.J 
'i ' 
142: CALL W~~!T&IAIT 
143: MO'-...J AL,PORTl 
144: DI.ff DREG,AL 
145: CALL t~P..ITEWAIT 
146: MO!J AL,EMPTY ;GET THE EMPTY CHARACTER 
147: OR AL,PARln' 















































































RTP..,OFFH ;RESET THE PARITIES 
PARilr', CHECK· 







































;READ INPUT PORT 
;AND ~.JAIT LNTI L RTS 
;C~R IS PRESENT 
i SEND THE RTR CHARACTER 
; READ CHARACTER 
;~D POLE lNTILL NEW CHARACTER 
; IS PRESEl'ff. TH IS ! S DETERMINED 
;BY ALTE~l-.lATING 7 BIT 
;STRIP THE PARITY BIT 
;KEEP THE PARiTf BIT 
;CHECK FOR THE CORRECT PARITY 
; IF NOT NEW CHARACTER GO AGAIN 
;CHANGE THE PARITY 
;CHECK FOR END oi: TR~~:'S'1ITHN 
80 
201: 



































; CHANGE THE PAR. I TY 
;ECHO TO SCREEN 
221: 
222: 




























;POLES THE STATUS OF THE LDT2801, AND RETUPJ.JS 






;POLES THE STATUS OF THE LDT2801, AND RETURNS 






;POLES TH~ STATUS OF THE LDT280 , A'lD RETURNS 





252: WA!TR: IN AL,SREG 
253: AND AL,R.WA!T 
254: JE WAITR 
255: POPF 
256: POP A.X 
257; ~ET 
'JC.:O • 
"" ..... .... , 
?c;Q. tr.. •-~-· I ~-.lA!T1: H.I .1 \ AL,DX ; EXTRA RUT mE 1.!UST IN CASE 
260: XOR AL,CL 
261: PND AL,BL 
262: JE WAIT! 






263: ORG 300H 
270: BASE EQU 20H 
271: CREG EQU BASE+! 
272: SREG EQU BASE+l 
')7'J. 
- l '-'• DREG EQU BASE 
274: Ct>/AIT EQU 4H 
275: ~MAlT £QU 2H 
276: Rl--ltiIT EQU SH 
277: PORTO EQL! OH 
278: PORTl EQU 1H 
?IQ, 
..... r ..1. DC!OT? I •.,h \ ! '- EQU 2H 
280: CRESET En11 <.1\J OH 
281: CCLE.'1R EQU 1H 
282: CERROR EQU 2H 
283: CS OUT EQU 5H 
284: CSIN EQU 4H 
2t!5: CSTOP EQU OFH 
286! CDOL!T EQLI 7H 
287: COIN EQU 6H 
288~ TRIG EQU BOH 
289: CHECK EQU 100000008 
290: . PARITY DB 100000008 
291: STRIP EQL! 100000008 
292: FLAG DB OFFH 
?O':ta 
-..;w, RTS EQU 13 
294: RTR DB OffH 
'JQ~. 
'-J•r• RTRCON EQU OFFH 
296: RTRCO EQU OFFH 
?071 




. ::,.:)~.L DB 'THIS IS A SIMPLE Cettllt-!ICATI~ PROGRAM 
299: DB ODH,OAH 




























'THE •t• PRCt1PT MEANS MESSAGE FRCt1 THE OTHER CCttPUTER' 
ODH,OAH 
11 CARRIAGE RETUPJ~· TO EXIT THE PROGRAM' 
ODH,OAH,'! $' 
ODH,OAH~ 't $' 
78 
78 
'THIS CALL ~S S()1E SORT OF BUG I DCNr KNCW' 
'WHY IT ~lORKS IF YOU 1-WJE SOHE DATA IN THE' 
'BUFFER BEFORE CALLING THE ROlffINE 
83 
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